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Abstract
Let M be a purely discontinuous martingale relative to a filtration (Ft ). Given an arbitrary extension (Gt )
of the filtration (Ft ), we will provide sufficient conditions for M to be a semimartingale relative to (Gt ).
Moreover we describe methods of how to find the Doob–Meyer decomposition with respect to the enlarged
filtration. To this end we prove a new and more explicit version of the predictable representation property
of Poisson random measures. Finally some concrete examples will show how the method developed may
be applied.
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0. Introduction
Whether a stochastic process appears as a semimartingale heavily depends on the filtration that
represents the perspective from which the process is observed. If a process is a semimartingale
relative to two different filtrations, then in general, the semimartingale decompositions relative
to these filtrations will look completely different. The aim of this paper is to contribute to
the analysis of how the semimartingale decompositions change if the underlying filtration is
enlarged. By an enlargement of a filtration (Ft ) we mean a filtration (Gt ) containing (Ft ), i.e. a
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filtration satisfying Gt ⊃ Ft for all t ≥ 0. An introduction into the theory of enlargements
of filtrations has been provided in the final chapter of [21]. Other standard references
are [12,13].
Well-analysed in the literature has been the question under which conditions every (Ft )-
semimartingale remains a semimartingale with respect to an enlargement (Gt ). This implication
is usually called hypothesis (H′). Sufficient and necessary conditions for (H′) to hold are shown
in Chapter II in [12]. In the special case of initial enlargements a sufficient condition for (H′) is
given in [10].
Many enlargements, however, are such that the semimartingale property is preserved only for
a few, but not all (Ft )-semimartingales. Thus many authors studied also sufficient conditions
for a given semimartingale to remain a semimartingale with respect to an enlargement. For that
purpose often two special types of enlargements are considered, namely initial and progressive
enlargements. In the initial case the original filtration, say (Ft ), is enlarged by a single σ -field
A at all times, and thus the enlargement is given by Gt = Ft ∨ A. In the progressive case, the
enlargement is defined as the smallest expansion of (Ft ) such that a given random time becomes
a stopping time.
For initial and progressive enlargements, it is well-known how the semimartingale
decompositions with respect to the new filtrations can be obtained. See for instance Chapters
III and IV in [12]. Only recent years methods have been developed allowing to derive
semimartingale decompositions for alternative types of enlargements. In [4,14] the filtration
is enlarged by signals, say on future values of the process, which improve over time. In [3] a
representation of the Doob–Meyer decomposition has been obtained for arbitrary enlargements,
without any assumption on the kind of the enlargement.
In [3] only continuous processes have been considered. In this paper we will show that the
results naturally extend to discontinuous martingales as well, namely to pure jump martingales
given as stochastic integrals relative to a compensated Poisson random measure. More precisely,
let X be a local martingale of the form
X t =
∫ t
0
∫
R0
ψ(s, z)µ˜(ds, dz),
where µ˜ is a compensated Poisson measure and ψ a predictable process such that the stochastic
integral with respect to µ˜ is defined in the usual way (see [11]). We provide sufficient conditions
for X to be a semimartingale with respect to an enlarged filtration (Gt ). Moreover, we give
explicit descriptions of the semimartingale decomposition. We will only consider filtrations
allowing for a semimartingale decomposition of X such that the bounded variation part is
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure l. The density of the bounded
variation part with respect to l will be called information drift.
OnWiener space one can show with the help of the Clark–Ocone formula that the information
drift is the predictable projection of the trace of a Malliavin derivative density (see [9,8] or [1]). In
order to obtain a similar representation for pure jump martingales we use a difference operation
introduced by Picard [19], and we prove that any bounded random variable F may be written as
the stochastic integral of the predictable projection of the Picard difference of F relative to the
compensated Poisson random measure. We obtain thus a new and more explicit version of the
predictable representation property, which corresponds to the Clark–Ocone formula on Wiener
space. In the framework of a calculus based on chaotic expansions (which we do not use) similar
and related formulas have been obtained for example in [5,16,17,15,6,23].
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1. Preliminaries
Let (Ω ,F, P) be a probability space, R0 = R \ {0} and E = B(R0) the Borel σ -algebra
on R0. Assume that µ is a homogeneous Poisson random measure (in the sense of [11]), and
denote by pi the compensator of the Poisson measure µ. Then pi = l⊗ ν where l is the Lebesgue
measure and ν the jump measure. Note that our definition implies that ν is σ -finite.
Throughout the paper, let (F0t ) be the filtration generated by µ, and define (Ft ) as the smallest
filtration with the usual conditions containing (F0t ). We denote by P(Ft ) the predictable σ -field
on Ω × R+ associated with (Ft ), i.e. P(Ft ) is generated by all simple functions 1]s,t]1A where
A ∈ Fs .
As usual, we denote by L2(P⊗pi) the set of all F ⊗B+⊗E-measurable processes which are
square integrable relative to the product measure P ⊗ pi . If ψ ∈ L2(P ⊗ pi) is P(Ft ) ⊗ E-
measurable, then we may define the stochastic integral process relative to the compensated
random measure (µ− pi)
(ψ ∗ (µ− pi))t =
∫ t
0
∫
R0
ψ(s, z)(µ− pi)(ds, dz)
as in [11].
It is known that the random measure µ satisfies the following predictable representation
property (PRP): If M is a square integrable (Ft )-martingale, then there exists a P(Ft ) ⊗ E-
measurable process ψ ∈ L2(P ⊗ pi) such that
Mt = M0 + (ψ ∗ (µ− pi))t . (1)
In Section 3 we will see thatψ is the predictable projection of Mt applied to a difference operator.
At the moment we do not need to make this relation explicit; so to simplify things we just use
the abstract representation of (1).
Now let (Gt ) be a second filtration on our probability space such that Gt ⊃ Ft for all t ≥ 0.
We aim at finding conditions such that an (Ft )-martingale as in (1) is a semimartingale relative
to (Gt ). To this end we will use the following definition.
Definition 1.1. Let (Gt ) be the filtration containing (Ft ). A (Gt )-predictable process η for which
X t −
∫ t
0
ηsds is a (Gt )-martingale (2)
is called information drift of X with respect to (Gt ).
In Section 2 we will give sufficient conditions for the information drift to exist and we will derive
a first abstract representation. In Section 4 we will show that the information drift at time t is the
logarithm of a difference operation applied to the conditional regular probability on Gt relative
to Ft .
Observe that for all t ≥ 0 the σ -algebra F0t is countably generated. Throughout the paper, we
will assume that also (Gt ) essentially coincides with a filtration that is countably generated. More
precisely, we suppose that there exists also a filtration (G0t ) such that G0t is countably generated
for all t ≥ 0; and such that (Gt ) is the smallest filtration with the usual conditions containing (G0t ).
There are two reasons for this technical assumption. First note that it implies that G0∞ =∨
t>0 G
0
t is countably generated, and hence (Ω ,G0∞) is isomorphic to a subspace of (M,B),
where M is the set of sequences of 1’s and 0’s endowed with the usual Borel σ -algebra (see
Theorem 2.2 in [18]). This guarantees that there exist regular conditional probabilities of P with
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respect to any sub-σ -algebra of G0∞. We will denote by Pt the regular conditional probability
relative to the σ -algebra F0t .
Secondly, this assumption will allow us to approximate parameterized densities of measures
defined on G0t by using finite partitions, and hence to show that there exist nice versions (see
Lemma 2.1).
For any set A ∈ G0∞ the process (t, ω) 7→ Pt (ω, A) is an (F0t )-martingale. By the
representation property there exists an P(Ft ) ⊗ E-measurable process kt (z, A) ∈ L2(P ⊗ pi)
such that for all t ≥ 0 we have almost surely
Pt (·, A) = P(A)+
∫ t
0
∫
R0
ks(z, A)(µ− pi)(ds, dz). (3)
Note that the LHS of (3) is (F0t )-adapted. The RHS is a stochastic integral, and hence is in
general only adapted with respect to the completed version (Ft ).
2. Information drifts for purely discontinuous martingales
Let ψ be a P(Ft ) ⊗ E-measurable process, and suppose that there exists an increasing
sequence of (Ft )-stopping times (τn) converging to∞, almost surely, and such that 1[0,τn ](t)ψ ∈
L2(P ⊗ pi). Let X t =
∫ t
0
∫
R0 ψs(z)(µ− pi)(ds, dz), and recall that X is a local martingale with
respect to (Ft ). The condition guaranteeing the existence of an information drift of X with respect
to the enlarged filtration (Gt ) is the following:
Condition (A):
∫
R0 ψt (ω, z)kt (ω, z, ·)dν(z) is a signed measure on G0t− and satisfies∫
R0
ψt (ω, z)kt (ω, z, ·)dν(z)|G0t−  Pt (ω, ·)|G0t− , for P ⊗ l-a.a.(ω, t),
where we use the convention that G00− = G00 .
We start by showing that there exists a nice density process.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that Condition (A) is satisfied. Then there exists an (Ft ⊗ Gt )-predictable
process δ such that
δt (ω, ω
′) =
∫
R0 ψt (ω, z)kt (ω, z, dω
′)dν(z)
Pt (ω, dω′)
∣∣∣∣∣G0t−
for P ⊗ l-a.a. (ω, t).
Proof. Let Z t (·, A) be a cadlag modification of the martingale Pt (·, A). Recall that Z t−(·, A) is
the predictable projection of Z t (·, A). Since µ is a Poisson measure, the probability that Z(·, A)
jumps at a given time t is equal to zero. Therefore, Z t−(·, A) = Z t (·, A) = Pt (·, A), a.s. We can
complete the proof by using an approximation as in the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [3], where we
replace Pt (·, A) by the predictable processes Z t−(·, A). Note that this approximation requires
that G0t is countably generated for all t ≥ 0. 
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a predictable or optional process of bounded variation such that
E
∫∞
0 |dAt | < ∞. If (t, ω, ω′) 7→ θt (ω, ω′) is (Ft ⊗ Gt )-predictable and satisfies∫ ∫∞
0 |θt (ω, ω)| |dAt |dP(ω) <∞, then∫ ∫ ∞
0
∫
θt (ω, ω
′)Pt (ω, dω′)dAtdP(ω) =
∫ ∫ ∞
0
θt (ω, ω)dAtdP(ω).
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.5 in [3]. 
Condition (A) implies that X is a semimartingale with respect to the enlarged filtration (Gt ).
Moreover, we obtain the Doob–Meyer decomposition in terms of the density δ.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that condition (A) is satisfied and let δ be defined as in Lemma 2.1. Then
ηt (ω) = δt (ω, ω) is the information drift of X with respect to (Gt ).
Proof. Suppose τ to be a stopping time such that X τ is a martingale. For 0 ≤ s < t and A ∈ G0s
we have to show
E
[
1A(X τt − X τs )
] = E [1A ∫ t∧τ
s∧τ
δu(ω, ω)du
]
.
For simplicity we assume that X τ = X . Observe that
E [1A(X t − Xs)] = E [Pt (·, A)(X t − Xs)]
= E
[
(X t − Xs)
∫ t
0
∫
R0
ku(z, A)dµ˜(z, u)
]
= E
[∫ t
s
∫
R0
ψu(z)ku(z, A)dν(z)du
]
= E
[∫ t
s
∫
A
δu(ω, ω
′)dPu(ω, dω′)du
]
= E
[
1A(ω)
∫ t
s
δu(ω, ω)du
]
,
where we used Lemma 2.2 in the last equation. 
In most examples one can deduce the information drift under a simplified version of Condition
(A). More precisely, if there exists a countably generated filtration (H0t ) such that G0t = F0t ∨H0t ,
then all we need is
Condition (B):
∫
R0 ψt (ω, z)kt (ω, z, ·)dν(z) is a signed measure onH0t− so that∫
R0
ψt (ω, z)kt (ω, z, ·)dν(z)|H0t−  Pt (ω, ·)|H0t− , (P ⊗ l) -a.s.
As before, the density gives immediately the information drift.
Theorem 2.4. Let Condition (B) be satisfied. There exists a (Ft ⊗ Ht )-predictable process δ
such that
δt (ω, ω
′) =
∫
R0 ψt (ω, z)kt (ω, z, dω
′)dν(z)
Pt (ω, dω′)
∣∣∣∣∣H0t− ,
P ⊗ l-a.s. Moreover, ηt (ω) = δt (ω, ω) is the information drift of X with respect to (Gt ).
Absolutely continuous compensators under enlarged filtrations
We can also easily find sufficient conditions for the Poisson measure µ to have a (Gt )-
compensator which is absolutely continuous with respect to the (Ft )-compensator pi . To this
end a stronger condition than Condition (A) or (B) is needed.
Condition (C): kt (ω, z, ·) is a signed measure on G0t− so that kt (ω, z, ·)|G0t− 
Pt (ω, ·)|G0t− , (P ⊗ pi)-a.s.
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose that Condition (C) is satisfied. Then there exists an (Ft ⊗ Gt )-predictable
process δ such that
δt (z, ω, ω
′) = kt (ω, z, dω
′)
Pt (ω, dω′)
∣∣∣∣G0t−
for P ⊗ pi -a.a. (ω, t, z).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
The next result shows that by diagonalising 1 + δt (z, ·, ·) we obtain the density of the (Gt )-
compensator relative to the (Ft )-compensator pi . For initial enlargements a similar result is given
in Theorem 4.1 in [10] (see Remark 2.7 for more details).
Theorem 2.6. Let (Gt ) be a filtration satisfying Condition (C). Then the compensator of µ
relative to (Gt ), denoted by piG , is absolutely continuous with respect to pi and the density is
given by pi
G(ω;dt,dz)
pi(dt,dz) = 1+ δt (z, ω, ω).
Proof. Let A+ be the collection of all adapted increasing process (At )t≥0 that are integrable,
i.e. satisfy E(A∞) <∞. And denote by A+loc the set of all locally integrable adapted processes.
Let 0 ≤ s < t , A ∈ G0s and C ∈ E . Let W = 1A×]s,t]×C (ω, t, z) and assume that
|W | ∗ µ ∈ A+. Then
E [W ∗ (µ− pi)∞] = E [1A (µ− pi)(ω; ]s, t] × C)]
= E
[
Pt (·, A)
∫ t
s
∫
C
(µ− pi)(du, dz)
]
= E
[∫ t
0
∫
R0
ku(ω, z, A) (µ− pi)(du, dz)
∫ t
s
∫
C
(µ− pi)(du, dz)
]
.
This may be simplified to (see Theorem 1.33, Ch. II in [11])
E [W ∗ (µ− pi)∞] = E
[∫ t
s
∫
C
ku(ω, z, A)pi(du, dz)
]
= E
[∫ t
s
∫
C
∫
1A(ω′)δu(z, ω, ω′) Pu(ω, dω′)pi(du, dz)
]
= E
[
1A(ω)
∫ t
s
∫
C
δu(z, ω, ω) pi(du, dz)
]
= E [Wδ ∗ pi∞] ,
where we used Lemma 2.2 in the second last equation. A monotone class theorem implies that
for allP(F)⊗E-measurableW withW ∗µ ∈ A+loc we have E [W ∗ (µ− pi)∞] = E [Wδ ∗ pi∞],
and Theorem 1.8, Ch. II in [11], implies the result. 
Remark 2.7. Let us briefly recall the results in [10] that are directly linked with Theorem 2.6.
It is assumed in [10] that Gt is obtained by an initial enlargement with the σ -algebra of a
random variable L taking values in a Lusin space (V,V). In a framework including the one
here, it has been shown that there exists a measurable process qt (ω, x) such that Pt (ω, A) =∫
A qt (ω, z, x)PL(dx) for all A ∈ V; and a V ⊗ P(Ft )⊗ E-predictable process U x (ω, t, z) such
that qxt = qx0 +
∫ t
0
∫
E q
x
s−U xs (µ − pi)(ds, dz) (see Proposition 3.14 in [10]). Then, with similar
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methods as employed here, (1 + U L(ω)(ω, t, y)) is shown to be the density of piG with respect
to pi (see Theorem 4.1 in [10]).
3. Representing martingales with Picard’s difference operator
In order to refine the formulas of the information drift deduced in Theorem 2.3, in this
section we will have a closer look at the predictable representation property for Poisson random
measures. We will see that the representing integrand ψ appearing in Eq. (1) can be obtained
via an annihilation and creation operation introduced by Picard [19,20]. This leads to a kind
of ‘Clark–Ocone’ formula for Poisson random measures. A similar version of this formula
has already been shown in [16] by using an Ito chaos expansion for Levy processes and a
derivative operation defined as a weighted shift of the expansion; but this approach requires
the shift derivatives to be defined and therefore it can only be applied to a very restrictive class
of random variables. The proof presented here uses just elementary methods and is valid for
any bounded measurable function. We remark that in Picard’s seminal paper an integration by
parts formula is used in order to derive a representation theorem for the standard Poisson process
(see Corollaire 6, [19]).
We start by recalling some of the definitions and notation introduced in [19,20]. First we
define the canonical space which we will have to work on if we want to use Picard’s difference
operator.
Let (U,U) be a standard Borel space and ν a σ -finite measure on U . Let Ω be the set of all
measures ω onR+×U with values in Z+∪{∞} such that ω({(t, u)}) ≤ 1 for all (t, u) ∈ R+×U ,
and ω([0, t] × B) <∞ if t ∈ R+ and ν(B) <∞. Ω will be referred to as the canonical space.
Let the canonical random measure be defined by
µ(ω; A) = ω(A), A ∈ B(R+)⊗ U,
and let P be a measure on Ω such that µ is a Poisson random measure with compensator
pi = l ⊗ ν.
For any pair (t, z) ∈ R+ ⊗U we consider two operations on Ω defined by
ε−(t,z)ω(A) = ω(A ∩ {(t, z)}c), ε+(t,z)ω(A) = ε−(t,z)ω(A)+ 1A(t, z).
For any function F : Ω → R let DF : Ω × R+ ⊗ U → R be the mapping defined by
D(t,z)F = F ◦ ε+(t,z) − F.
We will call DF Picard difference of F (see Def. 1.11 in [20]).
Let F be a bounded random variable with representation F = E(F)+ (ψ ∗ (µ− pi))∞. We
claim that for fixed z ∈ U , ψ(t, z) can be obtained as the predictable projection of D(·,z)F . For
the convenience of the reader we recall the definition of the predictable projection of a stochastic
process.
Definition 3.1 (See Theorem 5.6, Ch. IV, [22]). Let H : Ω ×R+ → R be a bounded measurable
process. It is known that there exists a unique (up to indistinguishability) P(Ft )-predictable
process H p, called predictable projection of H , such that for any predictable stopping time T
we have
E[HT 1{T<∞}|FT−] = H pT 1{T<∞} a.s.
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The next result guarantees that we may always choose a nice version of D(t,z)F .
Lemma 3.2. Let F be a bounded random variable. Then DF : Ω × R+ × U → R is bounded
and measurable also; and there exists a P(Ft )⊗U measurable map Ω×R+×U → R, denoted
by [D(t,z)F] p˜(ω), such that for all z ∈ U, [D(·,z)F] p˜ is a version of the predictable projection of
DF(·,z).
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3 in [24] (see Lemma A.1 in the
Appendix). 
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.3. Let F be bounded and F∞-measurable. Then
F = E(F)+
∫ ∞
0
∫
U
[D(t,z)F] p˜(µ− pi)(dt, dz). (4)
Proof. Step 1. Let T > 0 and B ∈ U with λ = ν(B) <∞, and define X Bt (ω) = µ(ω; ]0, t]×B)
and λt = ν(B)(T − t) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T . We first show the result for the indicator functions F =
1{X BT=n}, n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Notice that F ◦ ε
+
(s,z) − F = 1[0,T ]×B(s, z)
(
1{X BT=n−1} − 1{X BT=n}
)
,
P ⊗ pi -a.s. Moreover, for pi -a.a. (s, z) ∈ [0, T ] × B, we have
E[F ◦ ε+(s,z) − F |Ft−]
= −1{X Bt−=n}e
−λt +
n−1∑
k=0
1{X Bt−=k}
[
e−λt λ
n−1−k
t
(n − 1− k)! − e
−λt λ
n−k
t
(n − k)!
]
= −1{X Bt−=n}e
−λt +
n−1∑
k=0
1{X Bt−=k}e
−λtλn−1−kt
[
1
(n − 1− k)! −
λt
(n − k)!
]
.
If τk denotes the time of the kth jump, then∫ T
0
∫
B
[F ◦ ε+(s,z) − F]pdµ(s, z)
= −1{X BT ≥n+1}e
−λτn+1 +
n−1∑
k=0
1{X BT ≥k+1}e
−λτk+1λn−1−kτk+1
[
1
(n − 1− k)! −
λτk+1
(n − k)!
]
.
Moreover,∫ T
0
∫
B
[F ◦ ε+(s,z) − F]pdpi(s, z) = −
∫ T∧τn+1
T∧τn
e−λtλdt
+
n−1∑
k=0
∫ T∧τk+1
T∧τk
e−λtλn−1−kt
1
(n − 1− k)!λdt
−
n−1∑
k=0
∫ T∧τk+1
T∧τk
e−λtλn−kt
1
(n − k)!λdt. (5)
Now observe that∫ T∧τn+1
T∧τn
e−λtλdt = 1{X BT ≥n+1}(e
−λτn+1 − e−λτn )+ 1{X BT=n}(1− e
−λτn ).
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Let Fk(t) = k!e−λt ∑km=0 λk−mt 1(k−m)! . Then ∫ vu e−λtλkt 1k!λdt = Fk(v) − Fk(u) and hence the
last line of Eq. (5) satisfies
n−1∑
k=0
(Fn−1−k(T ∧ τk+1)− Fn−k(T ∧ τk+1))+ (Fn−k(T ∧ τk)− Fn−1−k(T ∧ τk))
= −
n−1∑
k=0
1
(n − k)!
(
e−λT∧τk+1λn−kT∧τk+1 − e−λT∧τk λn−kT∧τk
)
= 1
n!e
−λ0λn0 − e−λT∧τn λT∧τn +
n−2∑
k=0
e−λT∧τk+1λn−k−1T∧τk+1
[
1
(n − 1− k)! −
λT∧τk+1
(n − k)!
]
.
As a consequence,∫ T
0
∫
B
[F ◦ ε+(s,z) − F]p (µ− pi)(ds, dz)
= −1{X BT ≥n+1}e
−λτn+1 +
n−1∑
k=0
1{X BT ≥k+1}e
−λτk+1λn−1−kτk+1
[
1
(n − 1− k)! −
λτk+1
(n − k)!
]
+ 1{X BT ≥n+1}(e
−λτn+1 − e−λτn )+ 1{X BT=n}(1− e
−λτn )
− 1
n!e
−λ0λn0 + e−λT∧τn λT∧τn −
n−2∑
k=0
e−λT∧τk+1λn−k−1T∧τk+1
[
1
(n − 1− k)! −
λT∧τk+1
(n − k)!
]
= − 1
n!e
−λT (λT )n + 1{X BT=n} = −E[F] + F,
and hence Eq. (4).
Step 2. We now proceed by showing (4) for an extended class of indicator functions. To this
end we will use the following notation: If B ∈ U and 0 ≤ s ≤ r , then let X ]s,r ]×Bt (ω) =
µ(ω; ]0, t]∩]s, r ] × B).
First notice that the stationarity of Poisson processes and Step 1 immediately imply (4) to
hold for any function F = 1{X ]s,r ]×B∞ =n}, where n ∈ N, 0 ≤ s ≤ r and B ∈ U with ν(B) < ∞.
Consider now a second indicator function F ′ = 1{X ]s′,r ′]×B′∞ =m}, where m ∈ N, 0 ≤ s
′ ≤ r ′,
B ′ ∈ U such that ν(B ′) <∞, and (]s′, r ′]×B ′)∩(]s, r ]×B) = ∅. We define Nt = E[F |Ft ] and
Mt = E[F ′|Ft ] for all t ≥ 0. Notice that Nt =∑ni=0 1{X ]s,r ]×Bt =i}P(X ]s,t]×Br −X ]s,t]×Bt = n−i)
if t ≤ r , and Mt = ∑mi=0 1{X ]s′,r ′]×B′t =i}P(X ]s′,r ′]×B′r ′ − X ]s′,r ′]×B′t = m − i) if t ≤ r ′. Since]s, r ] × B and ]s′, r ′] × B ′ are disjoint, the random variables F and F ′ are independent and the
martingales N and M are orthogonal. Thus by the product formula we obtain
FF ′ = E(F)E(F ′)+
∫ ∞
0
Mt−dNt +
∫ ∞
0
Nt−dMt
= E(FF ′)+
∫ ∞
0
∫
U
(
Mt−[D(t,z)F] p˜ + Nt−[D(t,z)F ′] p˜
)
(µ− pi)(dt, dz).
It is straightforward to show that Mt−[D(t,z)F] p˜+Nt−[D(t,z)F ′] p˜ coincides with the predictable
projection of [D(t,z)FF ′], and hence Eq. (4) holds for FF ′.
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Suppose that we are given a finite number of random variables F i = 1{X ]si ,ri ]×Bi∞ =ni }, where
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, ni ∈ N, 0 ≤ si ≤ ri and Bi ∈ U with ν(Bi ) < ∞. As above one can verify
that if
⋂N
i=1]si , ri ] × Bi = ∅, then (4) holds for the product F =
∏N
i=1 Fi .
Step 3. Let (Pn) be a sequence of countable partitions of U into U measurable sets with
finite measure relative to ν. We may choose the partitions in such a way that Pn ⊂ Pn+1 and∨
n≥1 Pn = U . Moreover let P =
⋃
n Pn and notice that
K =
{
N⋃
m=1
nm⋂
i=1
{X ]s
m
i ,r
m
i ]×Emi∞ = ki } : N ∈ N, nm ∈ N, 0 ≤ smi ≤ rmi , ki ∈ N,
and Emi ∈ P such that for all m,
nm⋂
i=1
]smi , rmi ] × Em1 = ∅
}
is a pi -system, i.e. stable under intersections.
Let A be the set of all A ∈ F∞ for which 1A satisfies Eq. (4). We now show that A is a
λ-system (see for example [7] for a definition). To this end let (An) be an increasing sequence in
A, and set A = ∪n An . The Ito isometry applied to the sequence
1An = P(An)+
∫ ∞
0
∫
U
[D(t,z)1An ] p˜ (µ− pi)(dt, dz)
implies that [D(t,z)1An ] p˜ is a Cauchy sequence in L2(P ⊗ pi), and hence has a limit, say ψ .
Moreover, for (t, z) ∈ R+ × U fixed, E[D(t,z)1An |Ft ] converges to [D(t,z)1A|Ft ], and hence
also to [D(t,z)1A] p˜, P-a.s. as n →∞.
Since for pi -a.a. (t, z) the sequence E[D(t,z)1An |Ft ] converges to ψ(·, t, z), we have ψ =
[D(t,z)1A] p˜, P ⊗ pi -a.s. Consequently, 1A = P(A)+
∫ T
0
∫
U [D(t,z)1A] p˜ (µ− pi)(dt, dz), which
means that A ∈ A.
The previous Step 2 implies that the pi -systemK is a subset of the λ-systemA. Thus the pi−λ
theorem (see Ch. 4, Thm 4.1 in [7]) implies (4) to be true for all 1A with A ∈ F∞. By using a
monotone class argument we obtain the result for any bounded F∞-measurable random variable
F . 
In recent years another kind of predictable representation has been frequently studied, which
aims at expressing random variables as a sum of multiple stochastic integrals. This approach is
based on the fact that any L2-integrable random variable has a chaos expansions with respect
to orthogonal power jump martingales. More precisely, let X t =
∫ t
0
∫
U z(µ − pi)(ds, dz) and
suppose that X (m)t =
∑
s≤t (δXs)m is defined for all m ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, and denote by Y (m)t its
compensated version (see f.ex. [6]). Then one may derive representations of the form
F = E(F)+
∑
m≥1
∫ ∞
0
E[D(m)t F |Ft ]pdY (m)t , (6)
where D(m) is a directional derivative with respect to the mth power martingales Y (m)t . Versions
of (6) have been shown in [17], and then been generalized in [15]. In order (6) to hold in the usual
sense it is necessary that the directional derivatives D(m)F exist. However, as is shown in [6],
in a White Noise Analysis framework equation (6) is meaningful for any L2-integrable F (see
Theorem 4.12, [6]).
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4. Directional derivation of information drifts
With the representation property shown in the previous section we are now in a position to
refine the information drift formulas obtained in Section 2. Notice that by Theorem 3.3, the
integrand kt (A) in Eq. (3) is the predictable projection of the Picard difference of the conditional
probability Pt (·, A). This relation allows us to explicitly derive the information drifts of pure
jump martingales relative to enlarged filtrations.
Throughout the paper, we work on the canonical space. Recall that (F0t ) is the filtration
generated by the Poisson measure, and (Ft ) is the smallest extension satisfying the usual
conditions. Moreover let F0∞ =
∨
t≥0 F0t .
Let C be an arbitrary countably generated σ -algebra containing F0∞ (think of the right limit
G0∞ of an enlarged filtration (G0t ) as in Section 1). From now on we abuse slightly the notation
and assume that for all A ∈ C, Pt (ω, A) denotes a modification of the conditional probabilities
possessing cadlag paths a.s.
We next define the trace of the Picard difference of a stochastic process as the L2 limit of
differences of discrete approximations.
Definition 4.1. Let (X t )t≥0 be a bounded process. For any partition ∆ : 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · <
tn <∞, we define
Z∆(t,z) =
n∑
i=1
1]ti−1,ti ](t)D(t,z)X ti .
A map Ω × R+ × R0 → R is called difference trace of (X t ), and denoted by (Tr(X)(t,z)), if
for all measurable sets B ⊂ R+ × R0 with pi(B) <∞ and for any sequence of partitions (∆n)n
with meshsizes | ∆n | tending to 0 on compacts, the sequence (1B Z∆n )n converges to 1BTr(X)
in L2(P ⊗ pi).
Similarly, one can define the trace of X on a bounded interval [0, T ] by considering only the
partitions of [0, T ].
Theorem 4.2. Let A ∈ C and suppose that the difference trace Tr(Pt (ω, A)) of the process
Pt (ω, A) exists. Then the integrand kt (z, A) of Eq. (3) coincides with the predictable projection
of Tr(Pt (ω, A)).
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 that for any u, r ≥ 0, we have[
D(t,z)Pu(ω, A)
] p˜ = kt (z, A) = [D(t,z)Pr (ω, A)] p˜ ,
P ⊗ pi -a.s. on Ω × [0, r ∧ u] × R0. Consequently, for any partition ∆ : 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · <
tn <∞, we obtain
kt (z, A) =
n∑
i=1
1]ti−1,ti ](t)
[
D(t,z)Pti (ω, A)
] p˜
.
Hence kt (z, A) is the predictable projection of the sums
n∑
i=1
1]ti−1,ti ](t)D(t,z)Pti (ω, A). (7)
Let (∆n) be a sequence of partitions such that the mesh goes to 0 on compacts as n →∞. Then
by the very definition the sums defined as in (7) converge to the difference trace Tr(Pt (ω, A)).
The processes are all bounded by 1, and hence they are all uniformly integrable on sets with finite
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measure with respect to P ⊗ pi . Therefore, the limit of the predictable projection is equal to the
predictable projection of the limit, and we have
kt (z, A) = [Tr(Pt (ω, A))] p˜. 
With the preceding theorem one can determine the integrand kt (z, A) since the trace has the
following very simple representation.
Theorem 4.3. Let A ∈ C and suppose the difference trace of Pt (ω, A) exists. Then
Tr(Pt (ω, A)) = Pt (ε+(t,z)ω, A)− Pt (ω, A), pi ⊗ P-a.s.
Proof. Let A ∈ C and ∆k : 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < ∞ partitions such that the mesh of ∆k
converges to 0 on compacts as k → ∞. The trace Tr(Pt (ω, A)) is the L2(P ⊗ pi)-limit of the
sums
n∑
i=1
1]ti−1,ti ](t)D(t,z)Pti (ω, A) =
n∑
i=1
1]ti−1,ti ](t)[Pti (ε+(t,z)ω, A)− Pti (ω, A)].
Since we assumed that Pt (ω, A) is a right-continuous version, the latter sum converges pi ⊗ P-
a.e. to the process Pt (ω, (ε
+
(t,z))
−1(A))− Pt (ω, A). 
5. Examples
In this section we apply the methods developed in the previous chapters and derive explicitly
the information drifts for some concrete examples. Some of the examples are well-known, and
the information drift can be determined via alternative methods. However, Theorem 4.3 provides
an easy and universal method applicable to a wide range of examples.
Throughout the paper, we assume that all the examples considered satisfy Condition (B).
5.1. Signals of future values
Let X t =
∫ t
0
∫
R0 ψ(s, z)(µ − pi)(ds, dz), where ψ ∈ L2(P ⊗ pi), and assume that X t is a
Markov process. Let Y be a random variable which is independent of (F1). We aim at finding
a representation of the information drift of X relative to the filtration enlarged by the signal
(X1+Y ). This means that G0t = F0t ∨σ(X1+Y ). To this end define F(t, c) = P(X1−X t+Y ≤ c)
for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and c ∈ R. To simplify the notation we assume that for all t ∈ [0, 1) the
distribution of X1 − X t + Y is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. As
a consequence we may write F(t, c) = ∫ c−∞ f (t, x)dx .
Proposition 5.1. The information drift of X relative to (Gt ) is given by
ηt =
∫
R0
ψ(t, z)
(
−1+ f (t, X1 + Y − X t− − z)
f (t, X1 + Y − X t−)
)
dν(z), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. First note that Pt (ω, {X1 + Y ≤ c}) = F(t, c − X t ) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and
c ∈ R. By Theorem 4.3 we have Tr(Pt (ω, A))(t,z) = F(t, c − z − X t ) − F(t, c − X t ).
Notice that F(t, c − z − X t ) and F(t, c − X t ) are martingales with cadlag paths. Therefore,
by taking left limits we obtain the predictable projection, and hence kt (z, {X1 + Y ≤ c}) =
F(t, c−z−X t−)−F(t, c−X t−), pi⊗P-a.s. Now observe that
∫
R0 ψ(t, z)F(t, c−z−x)dν(z) =∫ c
−∞
∫
R0 ψ(t, z) f (t, y− z− x)dν(z)dy. As a consequence, the process δ defined in Theorem 2.4
is given by
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δt (ω, ω
′) =
∫
R0 ψ(t, z)kt (z, dω
′)dν(z)
Pt (ω, dω′)
∣∣∣∣∣
σ(X1+Y )
=
∫
R0
ψ(t, z)
(
−1+ f (t, (X1 + Y )(ω
′)− z − X t−(ω))
f (t, (X1 + Y )(ω′)− X t−(ω))
)
dν(z).
Theorem 2.4 implies the result by diagonalisation. 
5.2. Improving signals
The next example is a generalization of the previous example. It is inspired by [14].
Let again X t =
∫ t
0
∫
R0 ψ(s, z)(µ − pi)(ds, dz) as in Section 5.1. Let (Yt ) be a process
independent of F1 and such that for each pair s, t with 0 ≤ s < t the difference Yt − Ys is
independent of Yt ; for example think of a Levy process running backwards. We aim at finding a
representation of the information drift of X relative to the filtration enlarged byH0t = σ(X1+Ys :
s ≤ t), i.e. Gt = ⋂s>t Fs ∨H0s . To this end define F(t, r, c) = P(X1 − X t + Yr− ≤ c) for all
0 ≤ t, r ≤ 1 and c ∈ R. We suppose that for all t ≥ r , the distribution of X1 − X t + Yr−
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure; thus there exists a function
f (t, r, x) satisfying F(t, r, c) = ∫ c−∞ f (t, r, x)dx . We assume that f is measurable with respect
to the Borel σ -algebra on [0, 1]2×R; and that for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ R the function r 7→ f (t, r, x)
is left-continuous in t .
Proposition 5.2. The information drift of X relative to (Gt ) is given by
ηt =
∫
R0
ψ(t, z)
(
−1+ f (t, t−, (X1 + Yt− − z − X t−))
f (t, t−, (X1 + Yt− − X t−))
)
dν(z), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Remark 5.3. Note that in Proposition 16 in [14] a similar representation is obtained.
Proof. First consider the partition ∆ : 0 = r0 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rm = 1 and the auxiliary
enlargement defined by
G∆u =
⋂
s>u
Fs ∨H0ri , if u ∈ [ri , ri+1).
For (G∆t ) we calculate now the process δ∆ defined as in Theorem 2.4. Let 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. Note
that a density onH0ri− has been already determined by the sets of the form {X1 + Yri− ≤ c} ∩ D
where c ∈ R and D ∈ σ(Yri− − Ys : 0 ≤ s < ri ). Observe that Pt (ω, {X1 + Yri− ≤
c} ∩ D) = P(D)F(t, ri , c − X t ) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and c ∈ R. By Theorem 4.3 we have
Tr(Pt (ω, {X1+ Yri− ≤ c} ∩ D))(t,z) = P(D)[F(t, ri , c− z− X t )− F(t, ri , c− X t )]. Since the
trace has cadlag paths, we obtain
kt (z, {X1 + Yri− ≤ c} ∩ D) = P(D)[F(t, ri , c − z − X t−)− F(t, ri , c − X t−)].
As a consequence, the process δ∆ defined in Theorem 2.4 is given by
δ∆t (ω, ω
′) =
∫
R0 ψ(z, t)kt (z, dω
′)dν(z)
Pt (ω, dω′)
∣∣∣∣∣H0t−
=
∫
R0
ψ(t, z)
[
−1+
m−1∑
i=0
1]ri ,ri+1](t)
f (t, ri , (X1 + Yt−)(ω′)− z − X t−(ω))
f (t, ri , (X1 + Yt−)(ω′)− X t−(ω))
]
dν(z).
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Theorem 2.4 implies that by diagonalising η∆(ω) = δ∆(ω, ω) we get the information drift of
X relative to the filtration (G∆t ). To finish the proof choose a sequence of partitions ∆n with
mesh |∆n| converging to zero on compacts. It is straightforward to show that the information
drifts η∆n converge to the information drift of (Gt ) (see Theorem 3.5 in [2]). Since we assumed
r 7→ f (t, r, x) to be left-continuous in t , we obtain the result. 
5.3. Information about the absolute value
We aim at finding the information drift of square integrable and Markovian pure jump
martingales X t =
∫ t
0
∫
R0 ψ(s, z)(µ − pi(ds, dz)) relative to the filtration enlarged by the signal|X1|, i.e.
Gt =
⋂
s>t
(Fs ∨ σ {|X1|}) .
First suppose that for all t ∈ [0, 1) the distribution of X1 − X t is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Lebesgue measure and denote the density of the distribution of X1 − X t
by f (t, x).
Theorem 5.4. The information drift of X relative to (Gt ) is given by
ηt =
∫
R0
ψ(s, z)
(
−1+ f (t, |X1| − X t− − z)+ f (t,−|X1| − X t− − z)
f (t, |X1| − X t−)+ f (t,−|X1| − X t−)
)
ν(dz),
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. For any c ≥ 0 we have
Pt (·, |X1| 6 c) = Pt (·, X1 6 c)− Pt (·, X1 ≤ −c)
= [P(X1 − X t 6 c − x)− P(X1 − X t ≤ −c − x)]x=X t
=
[∫ c−x
−c−x
f (t, y)dy
]
x=X t
=
[∫ c
−c
f (t, y − x)dy
]
x=X t
=
[∫ c
0
[ f (t, y − x)+ f (t,−y − x)]dy
]
x=X t
.
Consequently,
kt (z, |X1| 6 c) =
∫ c
0
[ f (t, y − X t− − z)+ f (t,−y − X t− − z)]dy − Pt (·, |X1| 6 c),
from where we easily derive the information drift. 
Suppose now that the martingale X has only jumps such that the absolute jump size is always
a multiple of s > 0. Then the process of Yt =
∫ t
0
∫
R0 ψ(s, z)µ(dz, dr) is defined and its
distribution is absolutely continuous relative to the measure ζ = ∑k∈Z δ{sk}. Let g(t, sk) be
the density of the distribution of Y1 − Yt relative to ζ .
Theorem 5.5. The information drift of X relative to Gt =⋂s>t (Fs ∨ σ {|Y1|}) is given by
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ηt = −
∫
R0
ψ(s, z)ν(dz)+
∫
R0
[
1{|Y1|=0}
g(t,−Yt − z)
g(t,−Yt )
×
∞∑
m=1
1{|Y1|=ms}
g(t,ms − Yt − z)+ g(t,−ms − Yt − z)
g(t,ms − Yt )+ g(t,−ms − Yt )
]
ψ(s, z)dν(z),
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
Proof. To simplify the notation we assume that s = 1. For any n ≥ 0 we have
Pt (·, |Y1| 6 n) = Pt (·, Y1 6 n)− Pt (·, Y1 ≤ −n − 1)
= [P(Y1 − Yt 6 n − x)− P(Y1 − Yt ≤ −n − 1− x)]x=Yt
=
[
n−x∑
m=−n−x
g(t,m)
]
x=Yt
=
[
n∑
m=−n
g(t,m − x)
]
x=Yt
=
[
g(t,−x)+
n∑
m=1
[g(t,m − x)+ g(t,−m − x)]
]
x=Yt
.
Consequently,
kt (z, |X1| 6 n)
= g(t,−Yt − z)+
n∑
m=1
[g(t,m − Yt − z)+ g(t,−m − Yt − z)] − Pt (·, |Y1| 6 n),
which implies the result. 
5.4. Increasing information about the size of future jumps
In this section we enlarge the filtration continuously with information about the size of the
first jump.
Let ν be the Lebesgue measure on (0, 1) and X t =
∫ t
0
∫
(0,1) z(µ − pi)(ds, dz). Note that X
is a compensated compound Poisson process and can be written as
∑Nt
i=1Ui − 12 t , where N is a
standard Poisson process with parameter 1 and Ui are independent and uniformly distributed on
(0, 1). We will consider a non-initial enlargement with information on the size of the first jump.
To this end let h = ∆Xτ(1).
Proposition 5.6. Let H0t = σ({h ≤ r} : r ≤ t). The information drift of X with respect to the
continuously enlarged filtration Gt =⋂s≥t Fs ∨H0s is given by
ηt = 121{Nt−(ω) 6=0}
(
(2h − 1)1{h≤t} + t1{h>t}
)
.
Proof. Let r ≤ t and A = {h ≤ r}. Then Pt (·, A) = 1A1{Nt 6=0} + P(A)1{Nt=0} and Pt (·, Ac) =
1Ac1{Nt 6=0}+ P(Ac)1{Nt=0}. Now if z ≤ r , then (ε+(t,z))−1(A) = {Nt = 0} ∪ (A ∩ {Nt 6= 0}) and
(ε+(t,z))−1(Ac) = Ac ∩ {Nt 6= 0}. Similarly, if z > r , then (ε+(t,z))−1(A) = A ∩ {Nt 6= 0} and
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(ε+(t,z))−1(Ac) = {Nt = 0} ∪ (Ac ∩ {Nt 6= 0}). Theorem 4.3 implies∫ 1
0
zkt (·, z, A) dν(z) =
∫ 1
0
z
(−Pt−(·, A)+ 1[0,r ](z)1{Nt−=0} + 1A1{Nt− 6=0}) dν(z)
= 1
2
(
−Pt−(·, A)+ r21{Nt−=0} + 1A1{Nt− 6=0}
)
,
and, ∫ 1
0
zkt (·, z, Ac) dν(z) =
∫ 1
0
z
(−Pt−(·, Ac)+ 1(r,1](z)1{Nt−=0} + 1Ac1{Nt− 6=0}) dν(z)
= 1
2
(
−Pt−(·, Ac)+ (1− r2)1{Nt−=0} + 1Ac1{Nt− 6=0}
)
.
Note that∫ 1
0 zkt (·, z, {h > t}) dν(z)
Pt−(·, {h > t}) =
1
2
(−1+ 1{Nt− 6=0} + (1+ r)1{Nt−=0})
and for any r ≤ t∫ 1
0 zkt (·, z, {h ≤ r}) dν(z)
Pt−(·, {h ≤ r}) =
1
2
(−1+ 1{Nt− 6=0} + 2r1{Nt−=0}) ,
where in the last equation we use that if µ and ν are the measures on [0, t] such that µ([0, r ]) =
r2
2 and ν([0, r ]) = r for all r ∈ [0, t], then dµdν (x) = x . As a consequence
δt (ω, ω
′) = −1
2
+ 1
2
1{h(ω′)≤t}
(
1{Nt−(ω) 6=0} + 2h(ω′)1{Nt−(ω)=0}
)
+ 1
2
1{h(ω′)>t}
(
1{Nt−(ω) 6=0} + (1+ t)1{Nt−(ω)=0}
)
,
which implies the result. 
Remark 5.7. Note that in this example Condition (C) is not satisfied. And as one can easily see,
there exists no (Gt )-compensator of µ which is absolutely continuous with respect to pi .
Corollary 5.8. Let Z t =∑Nti=1Ui where N is a standard Poisson process with parameter 1 and
Ui are independent and uniformly distributed on (0, 1). Let Ht = σ({U1 ≤ r} : r ≤ t) and let
(Gt ) be the enlargement of (F Zt ) by (Ht ). The density of the compensator of Z with respect to
(Gt ) is given by
U1 1{U1≤t} +
1+ t
2
1{U1>t}, if Nt− = 0,
1
2
if Nt− 6= 0.
Appendix
For the convenience of the reader we quote a result in [24].
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Lemma A.1 (See Proposition 3 in [24]). Let (U,U) be a measurable space, and H : Ω ×
R+ × U → R bounded and measurable. Then there exists a P(Ft ) ⊗ U measurable map
L : Ω × R+ × U → R such that for all u ∈ U, Lu is a version of the predictable projection of
Hu .
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